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Abstract
In the best examples, clinical decision support (CDS) systems guide clinician
decision-making and actions, prevent errors, improve quality, reduce costs, save
time, and promote the use of evidence-based recommendations. However, the
potential solution that CDS represents are limited by problems associated with
improper design, implementation, and local customization. Despite an emphasis on
electronic health record usability, little progress has been made to protect end-users
from inadequately designed workflows and unnecessary interruptions. Intelligent
and personalized design creates an opportunity to tailor CDS not just at the patient
level but specific to the disease condition, provider experience, and available
resources at the healthcare system level. This chapter leverages the Five Rights
of CDS framework to demonstrate the application of human factors engineering
principles and emerging trends to optimize data analytics, usability, workflow, and
design.
Keywords: clinical decision support, CDS Five Rights, electronic health record,
human factors engineering, user-centered design

1. Current state of clinical decision support
Clinical decision support (CDS), leveraging features within the electronic health
record (EHR), is increasingly recognized as a valuable tool for providing cognitive
support for diagnosis, severity assessment, clinical management, and disposition.
CDS is defined as “providing clinicians with clinical knowledge and patient-related
information, intelligently filtered, and presented at appropriate times to enhance
patient care” [1, 2]. In the best examples, CDS systems guide clinician decisionmaking and actions [3], prevent errors [4, 5], improve quality [6, 7], reduce costs
[8], save time [9], and promote the use of evidence-based recommendations [10].
CDS has the potential to enable clinicians to better address rising information
needs, providing the opportunity to pick up on subtle early indications of risk
or vulnerability while sorting through an avalanche of data. The availability of
evidence-based guidelines for clinical care and for CDS implementation encourages
providers to deliver the best, evidence-based care available.
The potential solution that CDS represents is limited by problems associated
with improper design, implementation, and local customization. The interaction of
1
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poorly designed technologies, organizational constraints, and lowered functional
capability has the potential to multiply latent risks in healthcare technologies.
Computerized systems that are designed to help clinicians make decisions fail
two-thirds of the time as a result of factors such as providing incorrect information
or providing information at a point that is incompatible with the workflow [11].
There are surprisingly low acceptance rates for some forms of CDS; approximately
91% of real-time CDS is overridden or ignored by clinicians due to time constraints,
perceived misleading alerts, or their patients did not meet certain criteria (such
as age or condition) [12]. High rates of alert overrides have been widely acknowledged as a deterrent to acceptance and appropriate use of CDS [13]. Alert overload
is detrimental to clinician performance, not only because it can lead to errors by
overriding true positive alerts, but also because the false alerts consume clinicians’
time and mental resources. The overabundance of pop-ups, notifications, and
check-boxes is highly distracting and produces sensory overload and a perception of
extra work without value which contributes to the development of negative perceptions of health information technology. These negative perceptions contribute to
low job satisfaction, early retirement, and high turnover [14]. As a result, research
indicates that the use of automated, and real-time alerts are only modestly effective
in increasing the performance of key tasks [15].
Backed by sophisticated analytics and algorithms to advance clinical decisionmaking, coupled with increasing pressure to increase throughput and reduce costs,
the EHR is often thought to be the solution to the deadly problems of adverse events
and inappropriate prescribing. However, the EHR often provides alerts that are
perceived by the physicians as unnecessary and clinically insignificant, contributing
to alert fatigue and provider burnout [16]. Despite an emphasis on EHR usability,
little progress has been made to protect end-users from inadequately designed
workflows and unnecessary interruptions [17]. Clinicians’ lack of motivation to use
CDS appears to be related to the perceived value of the function combined with the
lack of integration into workflow [18]. By identifying factors that predict clinically insignificant alerts and inappropriate responses, informatics personnel can
improve alert logic to account for factors such as workflow and patient complexity,
increasing specificity of alerts. As a result of the improved specificity, clinicians
may experience less alert fatigue, override fewer alerts, and provide better care for
patients with conditions that warrant serious alerts. The ultimate goal is to integrate
clinical research with human factors engineering to develop optimized CDS systems
to satisfy the information needs of clinicians as they formulate, debate, and discuss
next steps in treatment or diagnostics for patients. CDS interventions improve care
processes and outcomes when they achieve the CDS Five Rights—i.e., deliver the
right information to the right people using the right formats via the right channels
at the right times in the workflow [19]. This chapter leverages the Five Rights of
CDS framework to describe good and bad examples of CDS design, development,
and implementation; demonstrate the application of human factors engineering
principles to CDS; and describe emerging trends to optimize data analytics, usability, workflow, and design.

2. Application of human factors engineering
Human factors engineering (HFE) is an established scientific discipline used
in many high-reliability organizations. HFE takes a system approach to identify
crucial components of the man-machine interface and human interactions such
as communication, teamwork, and culture. By acknowledging human limitations and system vulnerabilities, HFE minimizes and mitigates human frailties to
2
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optimize system performance [20]. Given the complexity of healthcare systems
and processes, current HFE healthcare research emphasizes the need for increasing
partnerships between human factors engineers and clinical medicine to enhance
the standard of care through in-depth evaluation and thoughtful system redesign.
Human factors principles, standards, and guidelines provide considerations for the
design and development of CDS.
Human factors principles suggest that the format and presentation of the CDS
may not be readily applied in the busy acute clinical setting and fail to provide confidence to clinical staff. Effective presentation of an alert, including how and what
is displayed, may offer better cognitive support during busy patient encounters
and may help providers extract information quickly. Following good human factors
principles, alerts should signal to an important matter, inform, and guide the provider [21]. Traditionally, alerts are system components that serve to direct a user’s
attention to information related to a value that has exceeded a parameter threshold
[22]. Newer alerts, however, have advanced to the point of becoming a “type of
automation that supplements the human powers of observation and decision” [23].
Alerts amplify the capacity of clinicians to continuously monitor changes in patient
status and thereby support timely intervention. Alerts should be prioritized according to the severity of consequence that could be prevented by taking corrective
action (severity) and according to the time available for successful corrective action
to be performed (urgency). Substantial human factors analysis remains to be done
to realize the potential benefits of CDS.

3. Five Rights of CDS
A useful framework for achieving success in CDS design, development, and
implementation is the “CDS Five Rights” approach [24]. The CDS Five Rights model
states that we can achieve CDS-supported improvements in desired healthcare
outcomes if we communicate: [1] the right information: evidence-based, suitable to
guide action, pertinent to the circumstance; [2] to the right person: considering all
members of the care team, including clinicians, patients, and their caretakers; [3] in
the right CDS intervention format: such as an alert, order set, or reference information to answer a clinical question; [4] through the right channel: for example, a
clinical information system such as the EHR, a personal health record (PHR), or a
more general channel such as the Internet or a mobile device; [5] at the right time in
workflow: for example, at time of decision/action/need. CDS has not reached its full
potential in driving care transformation, in part because opportunities to optimize
each of the five rights has not been fully explored and cultivated [25].
3.1 Right information
Right information is defined as providing the right information to end users
(e.g., clinicians, patients), presenting evidence-based data that is shaped by
national clinical guidelines, performance measures, and predictive analytics. The
evidence-based data should be relevant to the issue at hand and actionable, meaning the information supports driving clinical actions [19, 24]. The rapid acceleration of technology and the convergence of predictive analytics and human factors
address Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Stage 3: Meaningful Use
[26]. The process of integrating real-time analytics into clinical workflow represents a shift towards more agile and collaborative infrastructure building, expected
to be a key feature of future health information technology strategies. As interoperability and big data analytics capabilities become increasingly central to crafting the
3
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healthcare information systems of the future, the need to address issues that ease
the flow of health information and communication become even more important.
Without tools that select, aggregate, and visualize relevant information among
the vast display of information competing for visual processing, clinicians must rely
on cues by “hunting and gathering” in the EHR. Alerts that embody “right information” should provide just enough data that drives end user action, but not so much
data so as to cause alert fatigue [27]. Providing too much information to the end
user can spur cognitive overload, with the CDS being ignored or overridden.
In a random sample survey of 300 ambulatory care clinicians using an electronic
prescribing system, attitudes towards a drug-drug interaction (DDI) alerting
system were measured. In relation to the first of the five CDS rights, relevant and
right information, 58% of survey respondents noted dissatisfaction with alerts
being triggered by discontinued medications [28]. This dissatisfaction towards
alerts that lack usefulness in the clinical environment has been noted by physicians
as a potential reason for low rates of alert acceptance [29].
Recent literature has attempted to identify usability design principles relevant
to CDS alerting, specifically in the context of medication alerting. Principles
that directly relate to right information (first of the Five Rights) include: display
relevant data within medication alerts that support the decision-making process,
make actionable suggestions based on evidence but do not actively enforce those
actions, and provide evidence to support the alerting system (e.g., clinical evidence, patient context, imaging) [30]. The majority of CDS systems assume the
diagnostic process is completed accurately and do not provide features beyond
general alerts, reminders, summary dashboards, and automated information
retrieval. These solutions are not, in fact, decision support. DDI alerts are frequently used CDS alerts that are created to guide appropriate medication management in patients. DDI alerts are highly disregarded by physicians with 49–96% of
safety alerts overridden [31] by the physician, which could possibly be due to alert
fatigue. Alert fatigue occurs due to a variety of reasons, with patient specificity
playing a role. DDI alerts that do not incorporate patient specific context hold
varying levels of significance. “An interaction of little relevance to one patient may
be of great relevance to another.” In an ideal alert, specific patient context would be
used to tailor the specific presentation of these DDI alerts based on age, comorbidities, or medication history [32].
Future innovative approaches will enhance CDS to quantify uncertainty in
diagnostic problem solving and present the clinician with additional information
regarding probability and likelihood of a diagnosis in the context of diagnoses
with similar presentations. Diagnostic suggestions and guidelines are integrated
as CDS rules that are extracted, rendered, and then delivered through CDS systems to provide clinicians with just-in-time information, for single disease states,
assuming the diagnostic process is completed accurately. When the diagnosis is
not immediately obvious, clinicians can use differential diagnosis support tools as
an aid to rapidly identify diagnostic possibilities, but this method is highly subject
to provider bias and requires manual input. More powerful and accurate analytic
layers embedded into EHRs might mitigate both the cause and likelihood of errors
(e.g., misdiagnosis) and could allow for more rapid, accurate diagnosis. Analyticsdriven CDS can highlight areas prone to poor clinical decision making, increase our
knowledge about conditions that are vulnerable to being missed and help prioritize
diagnostic errors. The ultimate goal is to integrate clinical research, design, and
systems engineering to develop optimized CDS systems – satisfying the information
needs of clinicians as they formulate, debate, and discuss next steps in the diagnosis
and clinical management of patients.
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3.2 Right person
To the right person (second of the Five Rights) involves providing CDS interventions to the appropriate parties that have the capabilities to take appropriate action.
Possibilities of “the right person” include: care team members, clinicians & care
providers, patients & patient caretakers [16, 17].
Usability design principles related to the right person include displaying alerts
to primary clinicians, as well as clinicians who do not have primary responsibility
to serve as a second check. This is done by indicating to all professionals involved
in the patient’s care that there is information available, as well as informing
the relevant care team as to how previous alerts were handled, if documented.
Additional strategies include system-level alerts like the Rothman Index “quilt
view” for alerting [33]. The Rothman Index is a comprehensive rating of overall
patient condition in the hospital setting. The index is used at many medical centers
and calculated based on vital signs, laboratory values, and nursing assessments in
the EHR. In addition to patient-specific CDS, the “quilt view” assigns a risk color to
each patient, providing an overall indicator of a unit’s condition, available for viewing by both clinicians with primary responsibility of the patient and unit leadership
(e.g., a unit’s charge nurse).
Providing correct information is not limited to only clinicians but can be
extended to the patient. Patient decision support interventions are attempts to use
CDS to translate medical knowledge to patients. Patient facing CDS assist patients
in gaining a better understanding and comprehension of medical decisions. Patient
facing CDS shows great promise in assisting shared decision making between physician and provider, but there are still obstacles to overcome regarding implementation. A recent systematic review of literature related to implementation of patient
decision support interventions have shown that there are administrative and clinical
challenges in implementation of these patients facing CDS [34].
There is a significant push toward providing the important and informative
information to the appropriate users in the clinical settings in a consistent and
usable manner. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ ) funded
demonstration projects that yielded important knowledge about translating narrative guidelines into formats that can be used by EHRs, and about implementing
CDS in clinical settings [35]. AHRQ also acknowledge a range of important research
questions still to be answered in the areas of guideline translation, local CDS implementation, clinician and patient factors that affect success, and policy and sustainability issues. Rather than replicate the technical advances that have been made
in the field, future research will focus on translating a CDS tool into a framework
oriented towards streamlining creation, implementation, and dissemination. Most
of the “work” performed by everyday clinicians for patients is highly individualized. Thus, a deep understanding of the local, highly personal context is required
to get CDS “right.” Moreover, getting CDS “wrong” will not be the equivalent of
not providing any CDS. Rather, there is a real risk of inefficiency (e.g., interruption
and distraction, leading the clinician to forget what they were thinking about before
the CDS) and patient harm (e.g., acceptance of CDS that is inappropriate given the
specific patient’s clinical situation).
3.3 Right format
Alert and warning complexity are especially prevalent in health information
technology. Despite this issue, there is little consensus on how alerts should be
generated and displayed to the user [36] as well as what level of interaction is
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appropriate. CDS may be implemented in various formats (e.g. alerts, order sets,
protocols, patient monitoring systems, info buttons). Consequently, it becomes
important for implementers to identify the issues and problems they are trying to
solve and choose the best format to resolve the problem at hand (third of the Five
Rights). Furthermore, when developing a CDS program, implementers should
create an inventory of current systems to determine which CDS tools are available,
which tools need to be developed in-house, and which tools need to be purchased
through a vendor. Specifically, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the most
effective ways to differentiate alerts, highlighting important pieces of information without adding noise, to create a universal standard [37]. While underlying
models and algorithms of CDS have been intensively studied, there remains a lack
of evidence-based guidelines in terms of functional and design requirements of the
system.
The purpose of an alert is to prompt an operator action. Poor alert system design
has been a contributing cause of adverse events in numerous healthcare systems
worldwide. The appeal of access to a large amount of clinical data must be balanced
against the real possibility of information overload. Research demonstrates that
medical displays are often incompatible with practitioners’ workflow and unnecessarily fragment patient information [38]. Information is often spread across multiple tabs and locations that require piecemeal information search and acquisition.
This may confound practitioners’ ability to detect evolving changes, make it more
difficult to attain a holistic view of a patient’s health state, lead to care inefficiencies,
and frustrate clinicians. Recognizing limits on human working memory, clinicians
need external automated information systems to support early detection of patient
deterioration and improve timeliness of therapeutic response. The design of alerts
must improve the process of information display, reducing cognitive load on the
working memory of the provider and improving the usual process that is often
characterized by fragmented, non-directed information gathering.
In the absence of evidence-based guidelines specific to EHR alerting, effective
alert design can be informed by several guidelines for design, implementation,
and reengineering that help providers take the correct action at the correct time
in response to recognition of the patient’s condition [39]. In a narrative review to
inform EHR alert optimization and clinical practice workflow, 42 unique recommendations were included and classified as interface, information, and interaction
features [39]. The recommendations identified are described to help optimize
design, organization, management, presentation, and utilization of information
through presentation, content, and function. Alarm systems should be designed for
and driven by human factors rather than technical capabilities. Easterby suggests
seven psychological processes to be considered in display design that determine the
limits of display formats: [1] detection – determining the presence of an alarm; [2]
discrimination – defining the differences between one alarm and another; [3] identification – attributing a name of meaning to an alarm; [4] classification – group
the alarms with a similar purpose of function; [5] recognition – knowing what an
alarm purports to mean; [6] scaling – assigning values to alarms; [7] ordering and
sequencing – determining the relative order and priority of alarms [40].
3.4 Right channel
Not only must a CDS provide information to the correct information to the
appropriate audience in a usable format, the CDS must provide the information via
the most effective and efficient channel (fourth of the Five Rights). CDS interventions can be delivered through an EHR, PHR, computerized physician order entry,
an app running on a smartphone, and—if necessary—in paper form via flow-sheets,
6
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forms, and labels. Typically, organizations deploying CDS will focus very heavily
on interruptive alerts—especially to physicians via computerized physician order
entry (CPOE). Although alerts can be a powerful CDS intervention, they tend to be
used excessively and inappropriately, resulting in commonly reported CDS problems such as alert overrides, physician frustration, and backlash. If the physician
is the right person, then the EHR may be the best platform for delivering the alert.
However, if a significant other is the right person, then the right platform may be a
text messaging app running on a smartphone.
Emerging trends include the use of mobile technology and patient portals as
CDS channels. Healthcare systems are gradually moving toward new models of care
based on integrated care processes shared by various care givers and on an empowered role of the patient. Good communication between patients, their providers
and caregivers improve patient satisfaction and are central to optimal outcomes.
The explosion of mobile technologies and healthcare applications represents a
growing opportunity to optimize care delivery. Availability of medical information through internet-enabled smartphones and tablets has increased significantly.
These applications provide medical providers with recommendations for treatment,
disposition, and prescriptions conforming to the most up-to-date evidence-based
guidelines; allow instant access to journals and information sources at the click of a
button; and deliver a plethora of CDS tools. Patients are also using the technology to
communicate with their providers, research medical conditions, and become more
active participants in their care. Mobile applications illustrating complex medical
conditions and processes and online resources are being recommended by physicians to aid the patient in this role.
3.5 Right workflow
The clinical space is polluted with alerts that are unheeded. Despite the theoretical promise of CDS systems, their development and successful implementation is
poorly managed [41]. Right workflow (fifth of Five Rights) is defined as making
sure information is presented at the right time and is available when needed. For
example, passive alerts can appear in a prominent place in the EHR – a decision
based on the results of a workflow analysis – and can be processed once the physician completes the physical examination. An alternative method would be when the
physician closes the patient record they are given a prompt informing them there
are outstanding patient alerts that need to be processed. The application of human
factors in determining the right workflow includes but is not limited to ethnographic research include workflow analysis and usability testing.
Workflow analysis is a process in which researchers examine the progression
of workflows to improve efficiency. Ethnographic research is a qualitative method
where researchers observe and/or interact with system users in their real-life environment. Observation is a systematic data collection approach by which information is gathered by watching behavior, events, and people in natural settings and
naturally occurring situations. User observation is unique in that it combines the
researcher’s participation in the lives of the people and processes under study while
also maintaining a professional distance [42]. According to Angrosino, “Observation
is the act of perceiving the activities and interrelationships of people in the field
setting” [43]. The demand for usability testing is becoming increasingly important as
healthcare moves toward a commitment to the Triple Aim: improving the experience
of care, improving the health of populations, and reducing per capita costs of healthcare. Usability testing is a critical step in informing and helping define the standard
of care for healthcare system, promoting safe, high-quality care for patients. It
provides the opportunity to assess user behavior, interaction, and performance data
7
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to measure how the design of medical devices, equipment, practices, and protocols
affect performance, quality, workflow (cognitive and clinical), and patient safety
[44, 45]. The goal is to provide evidence to support the selection and implementation
of safe and user-friendly CDS, inform decision-making, and develop better solutions
that update, unify, and generally improve the usability of healthcare providers’ tools
and systems related to optimal diagnosis and clinical management.

4. Scratching the surface of better CDS
Recent literature supports that using the Five Rights of CDS framework as a
foundation for CDS design, development, and implementation can have positive
impacts on CDS acceptance as well as positive outward reaching effects on clinician
workflow, improved patient care, and increased patient safety.
To provide a useful, standardized, and evidence-based diagnostic aid,
Kharbanda et al. developed a CDS tool to aid in the evaluation and management of
treatment care for pediatric patients with suspected appendicitis in the emergency
department (ED). The CDS took a three-component approach, combining: a
standardized abdominal pain medication order set; a web-based stratification tool
used to classify the pediatric patient as low, medium, or low-risk for appendicitis;
and a “time of ordering” alert with steps for treatment and imaging guidance (e.g.,
medication and imaging options) for the identified level of risk [46]. The implementation of an evidenced based CDS reduced the number of costly computed
tomography (CT) imaging, potentially reducing the number of unnecessary radiation exposure to developing children.
Using a Bluetooth enabled blood glucose (BG) meter in conjunction with a
cloud-based clinical decision support system (CDSS), clinicians were able to
increase efficiency and efficacy of glucose monitoring in diabetic patients [47]. The
appropriate technology enabled patients to increase self-monitoring. Clinicians
were able to more closely monitor patient’s BG readings and suggest insulin dose
and titration changes between appointments, as applicable, using the patient’s BG
meter, text message, or phone call. Use of the CDSS aided the patient’s care team to
increase efficiency in their workflow and provide improved patient care regarding
getting patients within target glucose ranges.
In addressing the deficiencies of appropriate medication ordered for patients
with impaired renal function and the lack of re-assessment of medication appropriateness as patients’ symptoms change, Awdishu et al. developed a dynamic CDS tool
within an EHR that provides renal medication dosing suggestions and alternative
therapies suggestions at the initial time of medication prescription (“prospective
alert”) and temporal alerts during continuous monitoring of patients’ renal function (“look-back alerts”) [48]. All alerts only fired during the order entry workflow
(i.e., at the point of placing and/or updating a medication order). Study results
indicate the alerts had a significant impact on the selection of appropriate drug
prescription during medication initiation, in addition to significant improvements
for appropriate medication adjustments.
Exploring additional channels for CDS, Burgess et al. evaluated the impact of an
online care processing models (CPM), on the quality of care for patients with lower
extremity cellulitis (LEC). When the CPM was utilized, there was an increasing
trend in appropriate drug prescription during medication initiation and at patient
discharge [49].
Despite continued growth and successful implementation of CDS tools, CDS
has not reached its full potential in driving health care transformation [25].
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Opportunities to optimize each of the five rights continue to be highlighted by
challenges and barriers such as gaining full acceptance from users from various
disciplines, cultures, and use settings; continually maturing technology standards
that restrict cohesive integration; and the growing resource requirements needed to
keep customized solutions up to date [50].

5. Conclusions
Human factors approach underpins patient safety and quality improvement
science, offering an integrated, evidence-based, coherent approach to improving
the science behind health care delivery. Improvements in display management have
commenced, but there is great need for further progress. As demands on healthcare
providers increase (the result of increasing availability and complexity of medical
devices and delivery processes, higher patient illness acuity, higher costs for process
interruptions), the potential for problems are increasing. Safety-critical interactions with the EHR are especially common, challenging, and important. In safety
critical environments (such as hospitals), the importance of well-designed, usable
interfaces is increased precisely because of the potential for catastrophic outcomes.
Time pressure, competing demands, and ambiguous alert design reduce a user’s
opportunity to detect signals in the face of noise and may lead to inadvertent confirmation bias. The importance of and need for appropriate user interface design is
increasingly evident in such environments.
The efficiency of alert design depends on several guidelines for design, implementation, and reengineering that help providers to take the correct action at
the correct time in response to recognition of the patient’s condition. Hollifield
proposed the following six guidelines for alert development: [1] alarms are properly
chosen and implemented; [2] alerts are relevant, clear, and easy to understand;
[3] operators can rapidly assess the relative importance of alerts; [4] operators can
process alert information during high frequency events; [5] priority determination; and [6] alert management enhances the operator’s ability to make a judgment
based on experience and skill [51]. Stanton and Stammer place importance on alert
prioritization and organization, which impact early detection of critical alerts [52].
Information must be presented so it is compatible with human capabilities and
limitations, so that the system remains usable for the provider in all situations [21].
We considered aspects of display design in relation to taxonomy of provider psychological process that illustrate the different nature of the two types of enhanced
visual display models developed for this research.
CDS can be utilized across a variety of conditions and circumstances to promote optimal care. CDS has ultimately improved adherence to recommended care
standards and may result in lasting improvements in the clinical setting [53, 54].
However, the accuracy and acceptance of CDS can be limited by numerous factors, including poor usability and too many false positive alerts. There is growing
evidence that health information technology interventions ultimately improve
patient outcomes through early diagnosis and recommendations of evidence-based
protocols [55]. The world of cognitive support is promising due the innovation and
growth in this area of study.
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